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\[ \text{\textbf{Capo 2}} \]
\[ \text{\textbf{Bm}} \]
\[ \text{\textbf{Bsus2}} \text{\textbf{Bsus4}} \text{\textbf{Bm}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Bsus2}} \text{\textbf{Bsus4}} \text{\textbf{Bm}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{F#}} \text{\textbf{D/A}} \text{\textbf{Eadd9/G}} \]

Wake from your sleep,
the drying of your tears,
to -
Bm  F↓  Bsus4  B

day  we es·cape,  we es·cape.

Bm  F↓  D/A  Eadd9/G↓  Emadd9/G
Pack... and get dressed  be·fore... your fa·ther hears us... be·fore

Bm  F↓  Bsus4  B
...all hell... breaks... loose.

Am11  E7/G↓
Breathe,  keep... breath·ing,
don't lose your nerve.

Breathe, keep breathing.
I can't do this alone.
Sing us a song, a song to keep us warm,

there's such a chill, such a chill.

And you can laugh a spine-less laugh, we

hope your rules and wisdom choke you. And
Bm          Fl         D          Eadd9     Emadd9
now we are one in ever-lasting peace we hope

Bm          Fl         Bsus4     B            
that you choke that you choke we hope

Bm          Fl         Bsus4     B            
that you choke that you choke we hope

Bm          Fl         Bsus4     B            
that you choke that you choke